ADDITIONAL
EXTRAS TO
MAKE YOUR
WEDDING
ZING!

GAMES
The Shooting Range offers your guests the chance

If you want to do the real thing, Clay Shooting is

to enjoy a country pursuit. Guests use golf balls to

available down by the Tack Shed near the arena. No

shoot the life-size stag grazing in the paddock below.

live animals involved just clays and two guns. $650

The target is the hole in his tummy. The tee is

per hour.

situated on the ‘Selfie Deck’ so that others can watch
and encourage (or commiserate!). Balls are $2.50
with a minimum of 150 balls.
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We can also offer you Giant Jenga at $85 set up near
the petanque court. Petanque is complimentary and
we will put out a set for your guests.
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PHOTOS
There is a beautiful photo trail around the farm.

First Look: Enjoy the privacy and beauty of the

Why not include some romantic photos with the

Sudbury farm for your First Look $75

stunning palomino horse for $375

STYLING
There are various options for draping the pergola
and behind the Head Table.
To drape the pergola with romantic tulle, including

To drape behind the Head Table with tulle: $225
We can also provide white table cloths from $35 per
cloth. This includes delivery and cleaning.

set up and pack down: $225
This can stand alone or your florist can attach posies
on the pillars around the tulle.
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PARASOLS
It gets pretty hot in the summer here (hurrah!) and
it’s a great idea to bring some sun hats for your
guests. I also have some gorgeous white paper

VINTAGE SUITCASE
We have two lovely suitcases for hire - perfect for a
wishing well: $30 each

parasols which I can hire out at $7 each.

CANDELABRAS

WELCOME DRINKS

This silver candelabra looks fantastic on the bar.

The welcome non-alcoholic drinks are $4.50 per

Hireage is $200 with candles.

person which includes milk bottles and straws
and staff to set up and serve. Flavours are Apple,
Elderflower and Mint Sparkle; Cranberry Punch and
Raspberry Fizz
Milk bottles and straws without the drinks are $2 each.

TRANSPORT
There are many ways to get from the Cottage to the
Stables but you might want to come by tractor and
trailer. Make a rustic entrance for $275!
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CEREMONY SITE SEATING
There are 38 parisian vintage café chairs for your
guests. Additional seating can be provided by
straw bales which seat two to a bale and are placed
on the deck.
Nude Straw bales: $33 each		
Straw bales with white covers: $50 each
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